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Official quote – valid until 31st August 2014
Komodia’s Basic Redirector
Komodia's Redirector allows you to change TCP/IP network sessions
with a few simple clicks. The platform intercepts traffic on the local
machine based on rules that you define, and it includes many built in
functions that you can use without writing a single line of code, can be
used to develop: Parental control applications, IP anonymizers, Spam
filters, and more.
Works on the following platforms: Windows
XP/Vista/2003/2008/7/8/2012/8.1/2012R2 and 64bit flavors
Product’s web page:
http://www.komodia.com/products/komodia-redirector/
Basic Product includes:
• Winsock LSP component.
• Advanced LSP installer.
(http://www.komodia.com/products/komodias-advanced-lspinstaller/)
• Redirector software.

Add-ons
Advanced Redirector
This is an optional module that adds even more redirecting functionality
to the product, the features are:
• Intercept incoming connections.
• Redirection of UDP packets via socks5.
* Works with LSP only.
SSL Digestor
SSL Digestor (http://www.komodia.com/products/komodias-ssldecoderdigestor/) works a bit differently then SSL Decoder, the end result
is the same, you are able to view and modify SSL traffic, SSL Digestor
modifies the certificate so the user sees a different certificate, however
the user is never alerted for change, this module works for all SSL
implementations and also on 64bit platforms.
HTTP Parser module
HTTP Parser module is a module that allows you to receive HTTP
requests/answers as a whole (in case of a large request you get the entire
request and not a fragmented parts) and it’s parsed (removing chunked
transfer encoding, GZIP/Deflate (works with IIS and Apache versions of
Deflate) encoding, and HTTP 100 parsing), you can easily
block/allow/redirect the request without needing to write any parsing
code. The HTTP parser also includes the ad injection functionality.
WFP
WFP is the new technology by Microsoft, the WFP driver does exactly
what the LSP does (excluding the DNS abilities) and works on Vista SP2
and above. Because it doesn’t support all OS, the LSP is still required.
This component is optional, but if you want to support Windows 8 Metro,
you need it.

White/Black list module
Works on top of the HTTP Parser (it includes the HTTP Parser) module
to do actual filtering based on white lists and black lists that are manually
entered, URLS and IPs.
Firewall module
This add-on allows you to block TCP and UDP traffic based on
applications/ips/ports.
* Works only with LSP.
SSH module
Allows you to tunnel your traffic via a single SSH session, every new
connection creates a new TCP/IP forward inside the SSH session.
Watchdog module 32bit
Kernel driver that protects the SDK and LSP from being stopped,
removed, modified for 32bit OS only. The watchdog can also accept
external files/registry/processes to protect thus protecting your product as
well.
Watchdog module 64bit
64bit kernel is different then the 32bit one, therefore the watchdog 64bit
version is a complete rewrite of the 32bit one, it offers the same
functionality but for 64bit OS only (From Vista SP2 and above)
To learn about the watchdog you can visit here:
http://www.komodia.com/index.php?page=watchdog.html
Parental control software
Fully functional parental control software, with PHP GUI, so you're able
to modify or replace the GUI entirely. Module uses Komodia's
classification services for categorization, on top of the module you also
need to license the classification services. (You can see the software here:
http://www.keepmyfamilysecure.com/)

Common configurations
Anonymizer/game acceleration
Common configuration is:
• Basic Redirector.
• WFP (for Windows 8).
• SSH (optional if you tunnel via a SSH server).
Parental controls/Network filter
Common configuration is:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basic Redirector.
SSL Digestor (to decrypt SSL, for sites like Google and FB).
HTTP Parser (to help parse HTTP requests).
WFP (for Window 8).
WatchDog (optional for protecting the SDK).
Parental control software (optional for a full package).

AD injection/General advertising
Common configuration is:
•
•
•
•

Basic Redirector.
SSL Digestor (to decrypt SSL, for sites like Google and FB).
HTTP Parser (to help parse HTTP requests).
WFP (for Window 8).

Difference between binary and source version
There’s no difference in terms of functionality, clients who opt for the
source code usually do so to either inspect the code, or to have it in their
archives.
Price quote
Binary version comes with 30 days of support.
Source version comes with 60 days of support.
Annual support is priced on top of the official component's price.
End user limitation for non ad injection solution
Binary or source code are licensed for one named company and up to
50,000 end users. If you plan to have more deployments then contact us
for a special quote, in general the price for solution that aren't for ad
injection or media related is for each 50,000 users as 15% of base price,
and each 1,000,000 as 150% of base price).
End user limitation for ad injection solution
The cost for the base package is the regular cost as specified here, and
then 0.007$ per installation on an end user machine (if you have over 1m
installations per month, price can be lowered). There's a possibility to
receive a special price for each installation in "weak" geographies.

Binary version
Basic redirector
2050$
Optional SSL Digestor *
SSL Digestor
1650$
Optional modules
Advanced redirector (LSP only) 800$
HTTP parser module
750$
Firewall module
150$
DNS anonymizer (LSP only)
450$
SSH module
350$
Parental control software **
3500$
White/Black list module **
850$
Watchdog 32bit***
850$
Watchdog 64bit***
850$
User mode Watchdog
1300$
WFP**** (Needed for Win8)
1200$
TDI
1200$

Source version
4200$
3400$
1700$
1600$
400$
1000$
800$
7100$
1800$
2200$
2200$
2700$
2500$
2500$

** The parental control module includes the HTTP Parser module.
*** When buying the source version of the Redirector, and you want also
to buy the Watchdog module, purchasing the Watchdog source is
optional; you can opt for the binary version as well.
**** WFP requires a special cert by Verisign to sign it, estimated costs
for the cert is 500$/year

Additional support and product updates
• Price is 20% of the total cost upfront for a year for the binary.
• Price is 15% of the total cost upfront for a year for the source
version.
• Support can be purchased with the initial purchase only.
• When a yearly supports end, it can be renewed for another year, the
price will be the official price during the renewal date.
• Support includes email/phone support and product updates when
available.
• If support is not purchased, or not renewed a single update costs
10% of the product price or 60% to resume the support contract.
Payment methods
Money can be transferred using either Wire transfer or Paypal
(restrictions apply), Israeli residents needs to add 18% VAT.
Thank you for your business

